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EQUILIDRIUM SELECTION
IN THE SPENCE SIGNALTNG GAME '~

by
Eric van Damme and Werner Giith

Abstract: The paper studies the most simple version of the Spence job market signaling
modcl in which there are just two types of workets while education is not productivity incretLSing. To eliminate the multiplicity of equilibria, the general equilibrium selection theory o[ John
Harsanyi and Iteinhard Selten is applied. It is shown that without invoking Pareto comparisons,
the Harsanyi~Selten theory selects Wilson's E~-equilibrium es the solution. The main elements
in the analysis are the study of primitive equilibria nnd of the tracing procedure. The nnalysis
sheds lighf, on the "evolutive" and the "eductive" aspects of Harsanyi and Selten's theorv and it
also allows a better understanding of the older, non game theoretic literature on signaling.

1. Introduction
Recently, signaling games have been extensively studied in economics and game theory. In
such games, there is an informed party who aends a message to which one or several uninformed
playcrs react; the payoffs of the participants depend on the private information of the informed
party, the signal that this player sends and the responses that the uninformed players take.
Many economic models with informational asymmetries contain a signaGng game as an essential
ingredient. For a(very) partial overview of this huge literature, see Vnn Damme (198 i, Scct.
10.4].
A signaling game typically ndmits a great multiplicity of equilibria. This is caused by the
fact that the signal apace ia uaunlly lnrger than the type apace of the informed player so that
there exist umtsed aignala. The Nash equilibrium concept doea not tie down the uninfonned
ngenta' belicfs and actions nt such unreached informntion xts, and this arbitrariness of off the
equilibrium path responaes in turn allowa many outcomes to be sustained in equilibritun. As
a consequence, the clasa of signaling gnmes hna provided fertile playground for game theorists
working on equilibrium refinementa. Indeed many refinementa of the Nash equilibrium concept
have been defined initially only for such gamea nlthough in moat cnses the eoncepts can be
extended to general extensive form games. Again, see Van Damme (1987, Sect. 10.5( for a
partial survey.
To reduce the multiplicity of equilibria in aignaling games arising in eeonomic contexts,
variations on the theme of iterative elimination o( dominated strategiea have been most popular.
Some oí such ( sometimea ad hoc) procedurea can be justified by refering to the general notion
of stable equilibria introduced in ICohlberg and Mertena [1986(. Indeed, various authors claim
additional virtue for the result they obtain by atnting that the outcome obtained is the only one
satisfying the Kohlberg~Mertena atability criterion. However, the latter atability notion has its
ahare of counterintuitive examples ( see, for inatanee, Van Dnmme [1989)), and even the scemingly
unobjectionable notion of iterative elimination of ordinary weakly dominated strategies ia not
' Supported in part by lhe Sonderforschun6sbercich 303 (DFG), Institut fur Operations Research,
Universitàt Bonn, W. Germany. The reaearch waa carried out while the authors participated in
the research óroup 'Game Equilibrium Models' at the Center for interdisciplinary research of the
University of Dielefeld.
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without pitfalls as IIinmore (1987] has argued. As a consequence, the preseut authors are not
convinced that the theory that is currently accepted by the majority of researchera in the field
will survive in the long run; there ie scope for alternative theories.
Our sim in this paper ia to illustrate such an alternative theory, viz. the equilibrium selection
theory of John Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten [1988](the HS theory), by means of applying it to a
simple signaling game arising in an economic context. Specifically, we will study the most basic
version of the job market aignaling model introduced in the aeminal work of Spence [1973,1974J.
We take this well-known model rather than an abstract signaling game for didactical reasons.
Since many economic signaling models have a mathematical structure similar to Spence's model,
arguments aimilar to the ones we will use will come up in their analyses and the reader can get
a good idea for how the HS theory works by reading the present paper. In t}~e literature, the
reader can already find several applications of the HS theory, however, all o! these are to gamea
that admit multiple strict equilibris, and in these gamea atability a la Kohlberg~Mertens is not
very powerful. (Recall that Kohlberg and Merteae do not claim that their theory ía a selection
theory, cf. Fn. 2 of their paper.) To our knowledge, the present paper is the first to apply the
HS theory to s game in which the multiplicity of equilibria is caused solely by the existence of
'
unreached in[ormation aets, i.e. by the perfection problem.
There is no doubt that there are fundamental difierences between the HS (general) theory
and alternative (partial) theories such as Kohlóerg~Mertens stability. We refer the reader to the
postscript of Harsanyi and Selten (1988] in which some of these are described. Perhaps the most
profound difference is t}tat HS work with the standard form of the game (this is basically the
agent normal form), whereas stability is a normal form concept. Accordingly, HS reject ideas of
'forward induction' since they conf}ict with their 'subgame and truncation consistency'. Since in
our garne no player has two strategic moves along the same path~l , this difference is not relevant
for our model, however. (Also, cf. Mertens (1988]).
On the other hand, there are common elementa in the various theories: HS iteratively
eliminate infcrior etrategiea of Che perturbed etandard form, Kohlberg~Mertens stability allowa
iterative elimination of dominated strategies in the normal form, and dominated strategies are
inferior. Apart from t}te difference in game form, the main difference here is in t}ie order oC operations: HS pertutb first and thereafter eliminate, whereas Kohlbecg~Mertens follow the opposite
order. A simple example in Appendix A illustrates that the order in which the operations are
carried out may make a difference in general. However, in this paper we show that this is not
so in the present case, i.e. if the unperturbed Spence game is dominance solvable (which holds
if the proportion of low quality workers is relatively high), the Harsanyi~ Selten solution is the
equilibrium that remains atter all domittated strategies have been iteratively eliminated, i.e. the
HS solution is the Pareto best aeparating equilibrium. Actually, the proof of tl~is propcuition
constitutes the heart of the present paper, hence, the parameter constellation that is trivially
solved according to conventional methods poses the greatest difficulty for the HS theory. The
case where the proportion of low ability workers is small (so that the garne is not. dominai~ce
solvaLle) is rclatively easy to solve by mearis o[ the HS theory. In this case, we show that only
ttie Pareto best pooling equilibrium spans a primitive formation, therefore, tlie HS theory determines this equilibrium as the solution. To summarize, in our simple model, the solution obtained
by the HS theory coincides with the Ez-equilibrium notion proposed by Wilson (1977]. It should
be stressed that to obtain this result we do not make use of Pareto comparisons. Alttiough such
comparisons play a role in the HS theory, in our analysis we will never be in ttie position that t}te
HS tlieory allows us to make such a comparison. Finally it should be remarked that it retciains
to be investigated !or which class o! gaznes the Wilson and HS solutions coincide.
The rc~nainder of the paper is orgaiiised as follows. ]n Sect. 2 we introduce the mudel and
~ The informed player moves twice, but the second move (the choice of employer) is not really
slrategic, subgame per(eclness determiuea this choice uniquely.
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drrive the Ntish equilibrie of the unperturbed gnme. (The model is chosen so that evcry Nash
equilihri~un is sequentinl). The HS theory cannot be applied to this gnme directly, rnther one hns
to npply the theory to n sequenc.e of uniformly perturbed games and then Iet the perturbnnces
go to zero. In the Sects. 3 and 4 it is investignted which equilibrin of the originnl gnme nre
uniformly perfect, i.e. which equilihria can be npproximnted by equilibrin of such uniformly
perturbed games. HS consider as the initial set of solution cnndidntes of n perturbed gnme the
so called primitive equilibria, i.e. those equilibria that span primitive formations. A formation is
a subset of strntegy combinations that is closed under taking best replies. A primitive formation
is n minimal one, this concept generalizes the notion of a strict equilibriiun point. In Sect. 5
we investigate the formation strueture of the uniformly perturbed games. We show that, if the
proportion of able workers is sufficiently high, only the Pareto best pooling equilibrium spans a
primitive formntion, hence, this equilibrium is the HS solution if there are mnny nble workers.
If there arc only few nblc workcrs, thcn there nre multiple primitive formntions, in pnrticulnr,
the Pareto best pooling equilibrium as well ns all separnting equilibria in which the able worker
does not invest too much in education span primitive formations. In this case, the HS solution
is determined by applying the risk dominance criterion (in which use is made of the trncing
procedure). In Sect. 6 it is shown that the Pareto best aeparating equilibrium risk dominates
all other equilibria, hence, this equilibrium is the solution if there are few able workers. Sect. 7
offers a brief conclusion.

2. Mode) and Equilibria
Let Y be a finite set (of possible education choices) and let lí~ be the finite set of possible
wages that firms can oR'er. The entire paper is devoted to the analysis of the signaling game
I'(}', W,a) described by the following rules:
(2.1)

A chance move determines the type, respectively the productivity, t of player 1(the
worker); with probability a the type is 1, with probnbility 1- a the type is 0; only player
1 gets to hear his type.

(2.2)

Player 1 chooses y E Y.

(2.3)

Two firms (the players 2 and 3) observe the y E Y chasen and they then simultaneously
offer wages wz, w~ E W.

(2.4)

The worker observes the wages offcred nnd chooses a firm.

(2.5)

The payoff (von Neumann-Morgenstern utility) is 0 for n firm that docs not attract the
worker, it is t- w íor a firm that pays the wnge w to n worker of type f, and it is w- y
(resp. w- y~2) for a worker of type 0(resp. type 1) that receives the wage w after having
chosen the ediication level y.
Several comments are in order concerning the above apecification

(i)

The main difference between our gnme and the basic model of Spence (1973 ( is that in
our case the least able worker is not productive. This assumption simplifies the analysis
somewhat since it ensures that every Nash equilibrium is a sequential equilibrium. With
minor modifications our arguments also apply to Spence's specification, however.

(ii)

To reduce the number of parameters, we have normalised the education cost such thnt
these are twice as high for the type 0 worker as for the type 1 worker. Given our other
assumptions, this normalisation is without loss of generality; the reader mny verify that
the HS theory yields the Wilson Ez-equilibrium as long a~ the least able worker ha' higher
education cost.
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Competition between the ficros is modeled as a Bertrand game between two firms. It may
be chedced that the same results wotild be obtained with n firms, n 1 2. Of course, if
there is just one firm the solution is completely different (the firm offera a wage of zero
and the workers do not invest in education).
(iv) Since the HS theory aplies only to finite games, we are forced to work with finite sets Y
and W, hence, we discretiu the coatinuous apecification of Spence. Throughout, we will
assume that thia discretization is sttfSciently fine, and at the end we will let the diameter
of the grid go to uro.
Let g~ 0 denote the smallest money unit. AB wages have to be quoted in integer multiples
of g, hence
(iii)

W - {kg; k - 0,1,2,...,K}.

(2.6)

To simplify the analysis somewhat, it will be assumed that
(2.7)

Y C W and 0, a, l, 2 E Y,

an assumption that is, however, not essential for our results to hold ( Details are available from
the authors upon request). To avoid some further technical uninteresting difficulties, let us
assume that the grid of W is finer than that of Y, specifically

(2.8)

if

y, y' E Y

and

y;E y',

then

~y - y'I ~ 4g .

Finally, we introduce the following convenient notation:
(2.9)

If

t E R,then

x- - mat{w E W~w G x) .

Next, let us start analysing the game I'(Y, W, a). Note that this game admits several ( trivial)
subgames in stage (2.4): Subgame perfection requires that at this stage the worker chooses the
firm offering the highest wage, and symmetry implies that the worker should randotnize evenly
over the firms in case they offer the sune wage. Hence, it is natural to analyse the truncated
game obtained by constraining the worker to behave in this way in stage (2.4). The HS theory
allows this procedure to be followed.~l Therefore, from now on, attention will be restricted to
the truncated game. This game will be denoted C(Y, W, a)
Denote by ar(y) the probability with which the type t worker takes the education choice y.
Hence, ( so, si ) is a behavioral strategy of player 1 in G(Y, W, a). Let s(y) be the probability
that education level y is chosen

(2.10)

~(y) - a~,(y) t (1- a)so(y).

and let p(y) be the expected productivity if y is chosen with positive probability. By Bayes' rule
(2.11)

p(y) - ast(y)~s(y)

if

s(y) ~ 0.

Assume ~(y) ~ 0. In any Nash equilibrium of G(Y, W, a), firms, in response to y, play a Bertrand
equilibrium of the game in which it is known that the surplus (i.e. the wocker's productivity) is
~(y). The following Lemma specifies the equilibria of this game.
Lemma 2.1.
The game in which two firms compete for a surpJus N by meaus of wage offers
w, E W has the following equilibria:
~

Actually, the HS theory requires to first perturb the game before one starts replacing subgames
(which are cells in the perturbed game) by their wlutions. To simplify the exposition, we have
interchanged the operstions of perlurbing and decomposition, what, for the case at hand, does not
influence the final result.

zs~
(a)

If ~i E l~', both firms either oR'er N, or p', or p'-.

(b)

If ~i ~ SV, both firms either otTer N-, or N-- or they randomize between N' and N-choosing p- wíth probabilitY (9 - p f N-)~9. where g is aa in (Y.ti) (i.e. 9- N- - N--).

ProoL
A straightforward argument establishes thnt, if p~ W, only p- and p-- can be in the
support of an equilibrium. By investigating the 2x2 game in which each firm chooses between
p- and N--, conclusion b) follows easily from (2.6). If p E Ii~, the equilibrium support now
possibly also includes N and conclusion a) follows essily by investigating the 3x3 game in which

each firm chooses between N, N' and p--.
0
Itemnrk 2.2.
Note that in ca.ve (a) of Lemma 2.1, the equilibritun in which both firms offer
~i is not pcrfect i( p) 0(bidding p is dominated by bidding p-), while the other two equilibria
are perfect (evrn uniformly perfect) if p 1 3g. At a certain stage of the aolution process, the HS
thrnry climinates the cquilibrium p" since it is not primitive (when my opponent offers p--,
I am indiffercnt between N-- and p-, nlso see Sect. 5). The equilibrium (p-, p-), being strict,
is definitely primitive. Consequcntly, in case (a), we will restrict attention to this equilibrium
right from the ,beginning. (Also note that p'- cannot occur in equilibrium if there are more
than two firms).'In case (6) all three equilibria are (uniformly) perfect. The mixed equilibrium
is not primitive. To simplify the statements of results to follow somewhat, and without biasing
the final result, we will restrict attention to the equilibrium (N-,N-) also in this case.
Let s-(so,s~) be an equilibrium strategy of player 1 in C(Y,W,a) and write Y(s) {y; s(y) ~ 0}. The above lemmn and remark, with p- N(y) as in (2.11) determines the
equilibrium response of the firrns nt y. Assume y, y' E Y(e) with y C y'. F~om optimizing
behavior of the worker, one mny conclude thnt N(y) e p(y'). Since it cannot be the case that
both types of worker are indifferent txtween y and y' we must have N(y) - 0 or p(y') - 1, hence,
in any equilibrium at most three education choices ean oeeur with positive probability. The
Nash concept dces not specify the equilibrium responses of firms at education levels y E Y~Y(s).
To generate the set of a11 equilibrium outcomes we may put w;(y) - 0 at such y, since this is
the best possible threat of the firms to avoid that y will be chosen. Using this observation it is
not difficult to prove that the set of Nash equilibrium patha of G(Y,W,~) is as described in the
following Proposition.
Proposition 2.3.
(s,w) with s -(so,e~) and w-(wz,ws) with w; : Y(e) ~ W is a Nash
equilibrium path of C(Y, W, a) if and only if

(2.12)

(2.13)

if

E~gm(al w(y) - y~(t f 1)
s~(y) ~ 0, then ( y
lnnd w(y)-y~(tfl)~0

w(Y) - w,(y) - wz(y) -~(y)- for all y E Y(~)

In the following sections, empha'is will be on those equilibria in which plnyer 1 does not
see
randomize. (The other equilibria are not primitive, hence, the HS theory eliminntes them,
Sect.ó). These equilibria fall into two classes:
(a)

pooling equilibria, in which the two types of worker take the same education choice, hence
that
Y(s) -{y} for some y E Y. Then N(y) - a and w(y) - a-.Therefore, ( 2.12) shows
and
only
if
y
G
a.
pooling
equilibrium
if
Y
can
occur
in
a
y E
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(b)

separating equilibria, in which the education choice yo of type 0 is differeru from the
choice y, of type 1. Proposition (2.3) shows that the pair (yo, yr ) can occur in a separating
equilibrium if and only if ya - 0 and
1- - yt 5 ~ 5 1- - yr~2

(2.14)
Hence, we have

Corollary 2.3.
For any y E Y with y G a, there exists a pooJing equiJibrium of C(Y, W, a) in
which both players choose y. There e~rists a separating equilibrium in which type t chooses y, if
and only if yo - 0 and 1 G yr G 2.

3. The Uniformly Perturbed Game
C(Y, W, a) is a game in extensive form. The HS theory is based on a game ïorm that is
intermediate between the extensive íorm and the normal [orm, the so called standard form. In
our case, the standard focm coincides with the agent normal form ( Selten [1975J) since no player
moves twice along the same path. The agent normal form has 21Y1 t 2 active players, viz. the
two types of player 1, and for each y E Y and each firm i an agent iy that is responsible for
the firm's wage offer at y. This agent normal form will again be denoted by C(Y, W, a). Note
that, if (s, w) is a pure strategy combination ( s -(so, a, ) with s,(y,) - 1 for some y, E Y, w(wzi w~) with w, : Y y W), then the payoffs to agent t ( the type t worker, t- 0,1) are
(3.1)

il,(s, w)

- mas,zr,z w,(y,) - y,~(t t 1),

while the payoffs to agent iy are

(3.2)

H,r(s, w) -

0
{r(y) - w,(y)
(p(y) - w,(y)~~2

if a(y) - 0 or w,(y) G w~(y)
if a(y) ~ 0 and w~(y) ~ w~(y)
if s(y) ~ 0 and w,(y) - wr(y)

To ensure perfectness of tlre final solution, the HS theory should not be directly applied to
C(Y,W,a), but rather to a sequence of uniformly perturbed games G,(Y,W, a) with c~ 0, c
small, c tending to zeru. TLe latter games differ from the original one in that each ageut carrnot
completely control his actions. Specifically in C,(Y,W,a), if agent t intends to chouse y,, then
he will by mistake also clwose each y E Y, y~ y, with a probability t auid he will actually play
the completrly tnixed strategy s~ given by

(3.3)

Si(y) -

c
1-(IYI - 1)t

ify~y,
if Y- yr,

More generally, if the type t worker intends to choose the rnixed strategy s, then he will actually
play the completcly mixed strategy s~ given by
(3.4)

~i(y) -'r (y)(1

- IYIE) t E

(Of course, c slrould be chosen so small tlrat ~Y~c G 1). Similarly, i( agent iy irrtends to ctruuse
w,(y), he will actually slso choose all ditTerent wages with the sarne positive prubability e.
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Formally, the uniformly perturbed game G,(Y, 4V, a) has the same agents a, plnyers, these have
the same stratcgies available (which are now interpreted as intended choices), but the payoff
function H` is slightly different from that in (3.1) -( 3.2) and takes into account the above
the
described mistake technology. If e is small, the payoffs H' of those agents moving on
equilibritun path are close to the payoffs as described by H, however, for agents iy thnt cannot
y
be reached intentionally there ia a discontinuity. Namely, since both types of player 1 choose
with probability c in the perturbed game, such agents play a Bertrand game with surplus a. It
verify
will be convenicnt to assume that actually firms never make mistakes. The reader may
In this case, the
that this agsumption does not influence our results, it just simpGfies notation.
perturbed game payoff to agent iy is given by

(3.5)

H;y(s, w)

-~ h;(Y) - ur~(Y)
~{i;(Y) - w~(Y)~~2
p

if wr(Y) ~ u'i(Y)
if wr(Y) - wi(Y)
if w~(Y) C wi(Y)

wherc the expected productivity at y is given by
,
l~.(Y) -

asi(Y)
~s~(y)f (1 - a)só(Y)

with s~(y) as in (3.4).
transformation,
]f firms do not make mistakes, the workers' payoffs are (up to a positive affine
transformationa leave
depending on the worker's own miatakes) exactly as in ( 3.1). Since affine
which the types of the worker
the solution invariant, we wil! consequently analyse the game in
atrategy
set
W and in which the payoffs
firms
hnve
have pure atrategy set Y, the agents oí the
Note that the perturbed game
are as in ( 3.1),(3.5). This gnme will be denoted G,(Y,W,a).
the Nash equilibria.
C.(Y, W, a) is an ordinary agent normal form game of which we will analyse
hnve already been
All
"trembles"
solution
concept:
There is no need to consider a more refined
incorporated into the payoffs.
the HS theory consists
After having ~miformly perturbed the game, the next step, in applying
generalized)
subgames,
there
exist
(
i.e.
whether
in checking whether the game is decomposable,
(1988)). It may be thought
so called cells. ( See the diagram on p. 127 of Harsanyi and Selten
agents do not directly
that, for eaeh y E Y, the agents {2y,3y} constitute a cell. Indeed these
interact
with
both types of the
However,
they
directly
compete with an agent iy' with y' ~ y.
agent iy'. To put it
worker and, hence, through the worker they indirectly compete also with
is indecomposable. Therefore,
differently, the game does not contain any (proper) subcells, it
the eliminntion of inferior choices from the
we move to the next stage of the solution procedure,
game.~~

4. Elimination of Inferior Strategies
of opponents' strategy combinations
A strategy is inferior if its stability set, i.e. the region
strategy'a stability set. It can be
another
where this strategy is a best reply, is a strict subset of
in the case at hand, i.e. the reader may move
~ It will turn out that this step is utually redundant
aims
is to illustrate the various aapecta of the HS
Since
one
of
our
he
prefers.
directly to Sect. 5 if
discussion
on
inferior strategies.
include
the
theory, we thought it best to

z~o
verified that in our model, the inferior strategies are exactly those that aze weakly dominated.
Clearly, such strategies exist in our model: For any agent iy offering a wage greater than or equal
1 is weakly dominated. Furthermore, for the type t worker, choosing y with y~(t t 1) 1 maz W is
dominated by choosing 0. HS require that one eliminstes all auch choices, and that one continues
this process until there are no inferior choices left. (Along the way, one should also check whether
the reduced game obtained contaias cells, but this will never be the case in our model, see also
Fn. 3). The following Proposition describes the irreducible game that results after all inferior
strategies have been successively eliminated.
Proposition 9.1.
If c is sufficiently small, then by iterative elimination of inferior strategies,
the game C,(Y, W, a) reduces to the game C;(Y, W, a) in whirh the following strategies are left
for the various agents:

Forcype0:

Yó -{yEY; yG1}

For type l:
Yt' -{y E Y; y G 3- maz(2a,1)}
ForagentiywithyGl :
W~~-{wEW;wGl}
For agent iy with 1 C y G 3- maz(2a, 1) :
W;~ -{w E W; w E(a-,1)}
W;~ -{a-}
For agent iy with y 1 3- maz(2a,1) :
Proof.
Clearly w E W with w? 1 is inferior for any agent iy. Once these inferior strategies
have been eliminated, choosing y~ 1 becomes inferior for type 0(it is dominated by choosing
y- 0) and y~ 2 becomes inferior for type 1. We claim that in the resulting reduced game
an agent iy with y G 1 does no longer have any inferiot actions. Namely, w;(y) - 0 is the
unique best response against w~(y) - 0 if aa(y) - 1 and a~(y) - 0(hence p;(y) G y), so
that offering zero is not inferior (Here we need that e ia amall). Furthermore, if w G 1"", then
w is the unique best response of agent iy sgainst wi(y) - w' if p;(y) ~ 1(i.e. sa(y) - 0 and
s~(y) - 1). Therefore, such wages also are not inferior. Finally, since both firms offering w- 1"
at y is a strict equilibrium if p`,(y) ~ 1", also w- 1" is aot inferior, whicb establishes the claim.
Next, turn to an agent iy with y 1 1. Since the type 0 worker cannot choose y voluntarily,
we either have s(y) - 0, hence ~,(y) - a, or the type 1 worker chooses y voluntarily, in which
case {.',(y) N 1. Consequently, at y the firms play a Bertrand game for a surplus of ~ or of 1.
The standard Bertrand argument implies that, starting with w- 0, all wages with w G a will
be iteratively eliminated. On the other hand, the same argument that was used for the case
y G 1 establishea that wages strictly between a-' and 1 cannot be elirninated. The reduction of
the firms' strategy sets obtained in this way dces not introduce ncw inferior strategies for the
type 0 worker. Namely, if this worker expects that y' G 1 will result in the wage 1- while all
other y G 1 yield wage 0, then the unique best response is to choose y', so that y' cannot be
inferior. If a 1 z the reduction leads to new inferior strategies for the type 1 worker, however.
Namely, by choosing y- 1, he receives an income of at least a' - z so that arry education choice
y? 3- 2.1 becomes in[erior. Finally, if y is inferior [or both the type 0 and the type 1 worker,
then firms at y play a Bertrand garne [or surplus a and we already argued above that in this
case only a' is not (iteratively) inferior. Hence, we have shown that C,(Y,W, a) can be reduced
to at least C; (Y, W, a) as specified in the Lemma. Since the latter garne is irreducible, the prcx~f
is complete.
~
T}~e following Figure displays the result of Proposition 4.1. Along t}ie horizontal y-axis, we
indicate the noninferior actions of the worker. For each value of y, the shaded area displays the
nuninferior responses of the firrns. The Figure is drawn for the case a 1 z.

Figure 1. The reduced pcrturbed game G,(Y, W, a).

Dy comparing Proposition 4.1 with Proposition 2.2 it is secn that, at lcast if a~ 7,
some equilibria of the original game are eliminnted by considering the reduced perturbed game.
Specifically, separating equilibria in which type 1 invests very much in education as well as some
equilibria involving randomization are no longer available in G;(Y, W, a). All in all, however,
this step of the HS solution procedure is not very successfull in cutting down on the number of
equilibri~un outcomes.
It is A150 instructive to compare Proposition 4.1 with the result that would have been
obtained by itcrative elimination oí dominated strategies in the unperturbed game G(Y, W, a).
In the latter, after wages w~ 1 have been eliminated, choosing y 7 1 becomes dominnted for
type 0, but not for type 1, hence, whenever auc}t y is chosen, firms play n Bertrand game with
surplus 1 so that all wage offers except 1" are dominated. Hence, by choosing y- 1, the type 1
worker guarantees a utility of ( about) z. In particular, choosing y~ 1 is now dominated for this
type. We see that the reduced game associated with the unperturbed game is strictly smaller
than C;(Y, W, a). The difference is especially dramatic if a G~. Proposition 2.2 shows that in
this case there is (essentially) only one equilibrium of the unperturbed game that remnins in the
reduced unperturbed game, viz. the sepuating equilibrium with yt - 1. Hence, if a G z, the
unpertiirbed game is dominance solvable sl , and indeed, the conventional nnalysis generntes
the efficient separating equilibrium ( ys - O,y~ - 1) as the outcome when a G z. The reduced
perturbed game, however, does not force agents iy with y E ( 1,2) to offer the wage of 1 since
they may etill think that they are reached by mistake. As a consequence, C;(Y,W,a) still
admits many equilibria even if a C z, and the HS theory dces not immediately yield efficient
sepapration as the solution. Still we will show that, the risk dominance eriterion of HS forces
efíicient separation as the solution in this case.

5. Uniformly Perfect Equilibria
the imperAs argued before, the multiplicity of equilibria in our model is caused solely by
sets
at which
exist
unreached
information
by
the
fact
that
there
necessarily
fectness problem, i.e.
the firms' beliefs are undetermined. At such education choices, firms may threaten to offer a
wage of zéro which in turn implies that the worker will indeed not take such a choice. The final
consequence is that there exist equilibria with unattractive payoffs for the worker.
The HS theory solves the game via its uniformly perturbed game to avoid the imperfectness
is
problem. The natural question to ask is how successfull this step of the solution procedure
s One could nlao perform this elimination in the extensive form. Since y 1 1 is dominated for type

then
0, one eliminates the branch in which type 0 choosea such y. The resulting extensive game
wage 1-. This
haa a subgame at each y 1 1 and subgame perfectneas forces the firms to offer the
a cell consisting of
argument mïght suggest that in the perturbed game, for exh y~ 1 there is
the agents 1, 2y and 3y. if this would hold, it would follow immediately that eftScient xparation
is the Ifarsanyi~Selten solution if J1 G z. Ho~vever, it is not the case that the agents 1, 2y and 3y
satiafied for
form a cell. Even though the cell condition ( see Harsanyi and Selten (1988, p.95)) ia
essentia) way
the agenta 2y and 3y, it is violated for the type 1 worker: His payoff depends in an
contain sny cells, it
on how firma renct at other values of y. The reduced perturbed game does not
is itself indecomposable.

z~z
to reduce the number o[ equilibria. At first glance it appeare as if this step is very success(ull,
it seems that the uniformly perturbed game admits just a single equilibrium. Namely, assume
that the equilibrium payoff of the type 0 worker would be atrictly less than a'. Motivated by
Propoaition 2.3, it aeems natural to assume that there exists y sufficiently close to zero that is
not intentionally chosen by either type of worker. According to (3.5) and (3.1ï) Srms will offer
the wage a" st eu~ y, but then the type 0 worker proSta by deviating to y. The apparent
contradiction ahowa that the type 0 worker shoukí have an equilibrium payoff of at least a- and
inspection o[ Proposition 2.3 shows that the unperturbed game has only one equilibrium that
satisfies thie condition, viz. the pooling equilibrium in which both types of workers choose y- 0.
It seems that only the Pareto best pooling equilibrium can be an equilibrium o[ the uniformly
perturbed game, and that using uniíorm perturbationa completely solves the selection problem.
The fallacy in the above argument is that there may not exist y close to zero with s(y) - 0.
Even though it is true that in the unperturbed game at most 3 education levels can occur with
positive probability in an equilibrium, this structural property no longer holds in the perturbed
game. In most equilibria of the latter game, the type 0 worker is forced to randomize intentionally
over many education levels including levels close to zero. Once, the type 0 worker chooses y
intentionally, Srma will not have unbiased beliefs at y and they may offer wages strictly below
a. In particular, the wage may be so low that the type 0 worker becomes indifferent between
choosing y and taking any equilibrium education level, and in this case there is no reason why
he should not intentionally choose y. To put it differently, the Pareto best pooling equilibrium
of G(Y, W, a) is the only equilibrium that can be approximated by pure equilibria of C;,(Y, W, a).
For later reference we list this result ns Proposition 5.1.
Propoeition 5.1.
OnJy the pooling equilibrium outcome in which both types of the worker do
not invest in education can be approzimated by pure equilibria of uniformly perturbed games.
An equilibrium outcome of the unperturbed game G(Y, W, a) is said to be uniformly perfect
if, for e 7 0, there exists an equilibrium (a', w' ) of C;(Y, W, a) that pcoduces this outcome
in the limit as e tends to zero. Hence, Ptoposition 5.1 may be paraphrased as "the pooling
equilibrium outcome at y- 0 ia uniformly perfect". In the remainder of this section we first
decive a condition that payoffs associated with uniformly perfect equilibria necessarily have to
satisfy (Corollary 5.3), thereafter we show (Proposition 5.6) that this condition is sufficient Cor
the outcome to be uniformly perfect as well. The overall conclusion (Proposition 5.7) will be
that relatively many equilibrium outcomes of the original game are uniformly perfect.
The next Lemma states s lower bound on the wage that firms offer in an equilibrium of the
uniformly perturbed game, as well as a derived lower bound on the utility of the type 1 worker.
Lemma 5.2.
It (s, w) is an equilibium of C;(Y, W, a) and if u, is the equilibrium payoff of the
type t worker, then

(5.1)

(5.2)

if

y ~ a- - uo ,

then

w(y) 1 a- ,

u~ ~ (a' t uo)~2 .

ProoG
Assume y~ a' - uo but w(y) C a-. Then w(y) - y C uo, hence, the type 0 worker
caimot choose y voluntarily. Therefore, ao(y) - 0 and p;(y) 1 a. The Bertrand co~npetition
(Lemma 2.1), however, then [orces firms to offer a wage of at least a-, hence w(y) ~ 1-. Tlie
contradiction pcoves (5.1). To prove ( 5.2), assume ( without loss of generality) that a- -uo E Y.
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By choosing, y~ a' - ua, the type 1 worker guarantees a wage of a', hence, he can guarantee
a payoff a- -( A- - uo)~2. This establishes (5.2).
~
As a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2, we have
Corollary 5.3.
lf (a,w) is a uniformly perlect equilibrium ofC(Y,W,a)
equilibriiun payoff of the type t workcr, the.n
(5.3)

ui ? (a- f uo)~2

with u~ being the

.

If (e, w) is a separating cquilibrium with s~(y~ )- 1, thcn uo - 0 nnd u~ - 1' - yi~2, hence the
above Corollary implies that y~ G 2- - a. Consequently we have
Corollary 5.4.
yi c2-a.

If (e,u~) is a uniformly perfect separating equilibrium and si(y~) - 1, then

It is casily checked that Corollary 5.3 dces not allow us to eliminate any pooling equilibrium
(in this case, ( 5.3) is always satisfied with equality), hence, let us turn to equilibria in which
the worker randomize,.w. First, consider the case where only the type 1 worker randomizes, say
betwecn y and yi with y G yi. Then type o chooses y for sure, and uo - w(y)-y, u~ - w(y)-y~2.
FWrthermore, u~(y) G a' since p;(y) G a so that ( 5.3) is violated. Next, assume that type 0
randomizes, say between ya and y with y, G y'. Then yo - 0 and type 1 nlso chooses y with
p~sitive probability. Flirthermore, ua - 0 and u~ - y'~2 since w(y) - y. Hence, (5.3) implies
y~ a'. Therefore, y? a in view of (2.8). We have shown:
Corollary 5.5.
Equilibria in which only the type 1 worker randomizes are not uniformly
perfect. Equilibria in which the type 0 worker randomizes betwecn y~ - 0 and y~ 0 are
uniformly perfect only if y ~ a, hence u~ ~ a~2.

Figure 2. Uniformly Perfect Equilibrium Outcomes.

We now eome to the main result of this section, which states that condition (5.3) is also
sufficient for nn equilibrium outcome to be uniformly perfect. We will give the formal proof only
for separating equilibris. The reader may ensily adjust the proof to cover the other classes of
equilibria not excluded by Corollary 5.3 .
Proposition 5.8.
uniformly perfeet.
Proof.
of

A separating equilibríum outcome ( yo, y~ ) with yo - 0 and y~ G 2- a is

The proof ia by construction. Take e small and define the strategiea (s, w) by menns
. a~-a)(i- Y ~)(rt~)
~o(y) -

(5.5)

0
1 - ~ eu(y)
r~o
r0
si(y) - ` 1

if oGyGa
if y1a
if y-0

iC y ï~ Yi
it y - yi
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(5.ti)

w~(y) -

y
a1'

if OcyGa
if y~a,y~y,
if y-y,

Note that so(y) -. 0 for all y~ 0 as F y 0, so that sa is a well-defined strategy if c is small.
Thia strategy has been chosen so that
(5.7)

lz:(y) -Yf9

forOG y Ga

(Direct verification using (3.4) and (3.6) ia easy). Fluthermore, if e is amall, then ~,`,(0) G g, so
that due to (Lemma 2.1), firms' agents indeed bid equilibrium wages for y G a. If y 1 a and
y;E y,, then {,;(y) - a, while N;(y,) 7 1- it t is amall so that firms bid optimally also for these
education choices. If wages are as in (5.6), the type 0 worker has the interva! [0, a) as optimal
education choices, while the optimal choice of the type 1 worker is y, aince y, G 2- a. Hence, for
e small, (s, w) is an equilibrium of G;(Y, W, a). Since (s, w) in the limit produces the separating
outcome (yo, y, ), this outcome is uniformly perfect.
~
The proof that other outcomes that are not eliminated by Corollary 5.3 are uniformly perfect
proceeds similarly. The basic insight is that, if y G a- - uo, then y- w(y) - uo for some w(y)
and the type 0 worker may choose y voluntarily in ordec to justify the wage offer w(y) of firms
at y. Furthermore, as long as the type 0 worker is indifferent, the type 1 worker will not have
y~ an optimal choice. Hence, condition (5.3) is sufficient for the equilibriumoutcome to be
uniformly perfect, and we may state
Proposition S.T.

The uniformly perfect equilibrium outcomes ofG(Y,W,~) are

(i)

all pooling equilibrium outcomes

(ii)

the separating outcomes with yl G 2- a, hence, u, ~ a~2

(iii)

the equilibrium outcomes in which type 0 randavnizes between ya - 0 and y with y? a,
hence u, 1 a~2.

Note that all three classes of equilibria described in the above Proposition satisfy u, ?~~2.
This condition is necessary for uniform perfectness ~ cf. Corollary ( 5.3)), but it is not sufficient:
There exist equilibria in which only the type 1 worker randomizes that satisfy t},is condition and
these are not uniformly perfect (Corollary 5.5).
'

6. Formations and Primitive Equilibrium Outcomes
Civen that strict equilibria (i.e. pure strategy equilibria in which each player looses by
deviating) are (at least at the intuitive level) more stable than non-strict ones, it frequently is
more natural to select a strict equilibrium. (Harsanyi and Selten (1988, Sect.5.2~). Of course,
strict equilibria do not always exist so that HS were led to search for a principle that generalizes
(weakens) the idea of strictness as a selection criterion and that still helps to avoid those equilibria
that are especially unstable. HS have come up with the concept of pcimitive formations. A
formation of a game specifies for each agent a subset of his strategy set such that any best reply
(in the original game) against any correlated strategy combination with support contained in
the restricted game is again in the restricted strategy set. Primitive formations are sets that are

z~s
minimal with respect to this property. HS (Lcmma 5.2.1) have shown that primitive formations
exist, and it is also true that any formation contains nn equilibrium of the original game. If
(e, ia) is an equilibritun of G~ (Y, W, a), then we will write F'(a, w) for the primitive formation in
C;(}',W,a) that contains (e,w). We will say that ( s,w) apans F`(e,w). Note that F'(~,w) {(s,u,)} whenever (a,w) is a stríct equilibrium. Hence, primitive formations are the smallest
substructures with similar properties as strict equilibria. The HS theory favors the selection
of equilibria which span primitive formations to retain as much es possible of the stability
properties of strict equilibria. Specifically, HS consider as the natural solution candidates (the
first candidate set) the set of all solutions to primitive formations. (See the flowchart on p.222 of
Harsanyi and Sclten [1t388[). In this section, we determine the minimal formations of G; (Y, W, a)
and thcir solutions. We will proceed by eonstructing for each equilibritun ( s, w) the minimal
fnrmation spanned by it, nnd then chedc whether there exists an nlternative equilibrium (é , w')
with

(6.1)

F`(a',to') ~ F`(s,w)

An cquilibrium (s,w) belongs to a primitive formation if and only if no (e',ui ) satisfying (s.l)
can be found. Such an equilibrium (e, w) will be called a primitive equilibrium. (This definition
differs slightly from the HS definition, the results in this section however show that the equilibria
that are primitive according to our definition are exactly the initial candidates in the HS sense.).
Finally, an equilibrium outcome of the unperturbed gnme will be called primitive if it can be
obtained as a limit of primitive equilibrium outcomes of perturbed games tu the perturbations
vanish.
We have already seen in Sect.4 that the efficient pooling equilibrium outcome of the unperturbed game can be approximated by pure equilibrium outcomes of the c-uniformly perturbed
game. Namely, if c is small, the strategy combination

~o(o) -~t(o) -1 , w;(y) - a-

(s.2)

ror all y E Y,

Note that the
is an equilibrium of G;(Y,W,a) which producee this outcome in the limit."1
equilibritun (6.2) ia atrict, hence, primitive. Consequently, the pooling equilibrium outcome at
y' - 0 ia primitive aa well.
Propoaition 8.1.
primi tive.

The equilibrium outcome in which the workers are pooled at y' - 0 is

To verify which other outeomes are primitive, the following Lemma is helpful.
Lemma 8.2.
Let (s, w) be an equilibrium of Gs; (Y, W, a) and write F;~(s, w) for the strategy
space of agent iy ín the formation F`(s, w). For e sma11, we have
(s.3)

if y - 0 or s(y) - 0, then

a' E F;s(e, w) .

Proof.
If s(y) - 0 and workers play aceording to s, then firma play a Bertrand game for
surplus a at y. Remark 2.2 and the fact that each formation contains nn equilibrium implies
s The reader may recall from Lemma 2.1 that the Bertrand game for a surplus of a, has equilibria
that differ from (a-,a-). However, these are not primitive, hence, at last we can justify Remark
2.2.

z~s
that a- E F,`y(a,w). Next, coasider y- 0. The statement of (ti.3) ie clearly fulfilled for the
equilibrium from (6.2). If ( a, w) is m alternativt equilibrium, then the argument from the
proof o[ Proposition 5.6 implies that there exists an alternative best reply a' of the worker with
a'(0) - 0. Since a' is a best reply a' E F`(a, w) and F`(a, w) C F`(a', w). The conclusion now
follows from the first part of the proof.
0
The I,emma immediately implies that equilibrium outcomes of the unperturbed game with
u~ G a' cannot be primitive. Namely, if (a,w) is an equiGbrium of C~(Y,W,a) with u~ G a-,
thea both types of the worker have the education choice 0 as the best response whenever firms
offer w(y) C a- t y~2 for y~ 0 and offer a- for y - 0.( The Lemma implies that such s
strategy of the firms belongs to F`(a, w)). But if workers play this strategy, Srms should offer
w- a' for all y and F'(a, w) contains the equilibrium (ti.2), hence ( a, w) is not primitive.
Corollary 8.3.
least a'.

In my primitive equilibrium outcome, tbe payoff to the type I worker is at

The above Corollary in turn implies
Corollary 8.4.
primiti ve.

Equilibrium outcomes in wbich the workers are pooled at y~ 0 are not

Next we show that the mixed equilibrium outcomes that were not yet eliminated in Sect.S
are not primitive.
Proposition 8.5.
Equilibrium outcomes in wbicb the type 0 worker randomizes between 0
and y are not primitive.
ProoL
het ( a, w) be an equilibrium of C;(Y, W, a) that produces in the limit an outcome
as described in the Proposition. Then aa(y) ~ 0 md a~(y) ~ 0. Hence, the formation F'(a,w)
also contains the strategy in which both workers choose y for sure. The finns' best respotise
against this etrategy is to offer a' for each education choice, and, if firms behave in this way,
the workers should choose y- 0. Hence, F'(a,w) containa the equilibrium [rom ( tï.2) so that
(a, w) is not primitive.
Figure 3 graphically illustrates the results obtained thus far.

Figure 3. Primitive Equilibrium Outcomes (a G~).

Finally, let us turn to separating equilibrium outcomes. For the outcome to be primitive
it is necessary that chaosing y- 0 is not an alternative best response for the type 1 worker
whenever fitms ofier the wage a- at y- 0, hence, y~ C 2(1 - a). (cf. Corullary 6.3). In the uext
proposition we show that this condition is not only necessary but that it is also sufficient for a
separating outcome to be primitive.
Proposition 6.8.

A separating equilibrium outcome is primitive if and only íf y~ G 2(1 -.1).

Proof.
It suffices to show that the condition is sufficient. The proof is cor~structive. Let
(yo, yi ) be a separating equilibrium outcome with yo - 0 and y~ G 2(1- a) and let ttie equilibriwn
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(~, tn) of G,(}', w,a) that prodvices this outcome in the limit be constructed a, in the proof of
Proposition S.G It is easily seen that , for t small, F`(s, w) contain~ the following restricted
stratcgy sets

(G.4)

(6.5)

Ya-{yEY; y~a}

W,~ -

{wE1V;i~Ga-}
{1-}
{ a- }

Y, -{y,}
ifyCa,
if y - y,,
otherwise.

flirthermom, one may easily verify that the collection of strategies defined by (6.4) (6.5) is closed
under taking best replies, hence, it is a formation and, therefore, exactly equal to F`(s, w). Since
(e, w) is the unique equilibrium that is contained in this formation, ( s, w) is primitive.
0
Since y, ~ 1 in any separating equilibrium outcome, we see from Proposition 6.6 that no
such outcome is primitive if a 1 2. By combining this observation with Proposition 5.6 and the
previous results from this section, we, therefore obtain
Corollary 8.7.
(i) If a ~~, only the outcome in which the workers are pooled at y- 0 is
primitive.
(ii) If a C z, in addition to the etTicient pooling outcome, aJso the separating equilibrium
outcnmes with y, C 2(1 - a) (hence u, ~ a) are primitive.

7. Risk Dominance
In
the
previous
section,
we
determined
all
primitive
equilibria
of
G;(Y, W, a). The set of all these equilibria is what HS call the first candidate set. HS propose
to refine this set by a proeesa of elimination and substitution until finally only one candidate,
the solution, is left. Loosely epeaking, thie process consista in eliminating all candidates thnt
are 'dominated' by other candidates and by replacing eandidates that are equally strong by a
substitute equilibrium. In our application, we will not need the substitution procedure. We will
ehow that there exists exaetly one equilibrium in the first candidate set that dominates all other
equilibria in thís set.
Attention will be confined to the case where a C 1~2. If J1 ~ 1~2, and t is small, then the
perturbed game G~(Y,W, a) has just a single primitive equilibrium, nnd this induces the efficient
pooling outcome, so that we have
Proposition 7.1.
If a~ 1~2, then the HS solution of the Spence signaling game I'(Y,W,J1)
is the pooling equílibrium in which both workers do not invest in education.
Let e, e' be two different solution candidates of the perturbed game ~;(Y, W, a), write A for
the set of agents participating in this game ( with generie element a) and let u.(e) ( resp. u,(e'))
be the payoff to agent a when e ( resp. é) is plsyed. Finally, denote by A(e,e'), the set of all
agents for which e. ~ e;, that is, who play differently in e and in e'. The strategy vector e payoff
dominates e' it
(7.1)

u.(e) ~ u.(t')

for nll

a E A(e, e'),
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The HS theory requirea that one first eliminates all payoff dominated equilibria from the initial
candidate set. In our case, the only initial candidates that could possibly be payoff dominated aze
those that approximate an equilibrium in which the type 1 worker is separated at an education
level y' etrictly above 1. Indeed, the type 1 worker prefers to be sepazated at a lower level y.
However, wnditioa (7.1) requires that one also considers the payoffs of the agents of the firms
at y and y', and it cannot be the case that all these agents unanimously strictly pre(er the type
1 worker to choose y: I[ agent iy strictly prefera the worker to choose y rather than y' , then
agent iy' strictly prefers this worker to dtoose y'. Consequently, no initial candidate is payoff
dominated, and we have
Proposition 7.2.
set.

The criterion of payoff dominance dces not reduce the initial candidate

In case of multiple payoff undominated candidates the HS theory requires to compare equilibrie using the risk dominance criterion. The notion of risk dominance is central to the HS
theocy. It tries to capture the idea that, in a situation where the players are uncertain about
which of two equilibria should be played, the players enter a process of expectation formation
that may finally lead to the concluaion that one of these equilibria is less risky than the other
one, and that, therefore, they ahould play this lesa risky equilibrium. In the remainder of this
section we will show that the best separating equilibrium, ( i.e. type 1 chooses y~ - 1), risk
dominates all other solution candidates. Hence, thia equilibrium is the HS solution if a G 1~2.
Before proving this main result, we introduce aome notation and formally define the concept of
risk dominance.
Assume it is common knowledge tliat the solution of the game will be either e or e' aiid
let A(e, c') be the set of those agenta whose strategy in e differs from that in e'. The reatricted game generated by e and e' ia the game in which the player set is A(e, e') and in
which the set of strategy combinations is the amallest formation generated by {e,e'} with
all agents a~ A(e, e') being bound to use their e. - e;-strategy. Let a E A(e, e') and assume this agent believea that hia opponente will play e with probability z and e' with probability 1- z. Then a will play hia best response 6,(z,e,e') against the (correlated) strategy
combination ze-. f(1 - z)é,. Harsanyi and Selten define the óiccntric prior of agent a as
p. - b.(e,e') - fó 6,(z,e,e')dz. This bicentric prior may be interpreted as the mixed strategy which an outside observer (or an opponent of a) expects a to use. (Adopting the principle
of insufficient reason, the outsider considers the beliefs of a to be uniformly distributed on
(O,1J). Denote by p the mixed strategy combination p- (p,)aEA(~,e'~. Tliis p represents the
initial expectations of the players in this situation of common uncertainty. The tracing procedure transforma these preliminary expectations into final expectations. Forinally, tl~e tracing
procedurc is a map T that converts each mixed strategy combination p into an equilibrium T(p).
Risk dominance ia defined by means of the tracing procedure. The equilibrium e is said to riek
dominate e' if for the bicentric prior p - b(e, e') generated by e and e' we have T(p) - e. We
conclude this overview of definitions by briefly describing the operator T. In our case it turns
out that the linear tracing procedure is well-behaved, so we only specify this one. Let G be a
game with payoff function H, and for t E(O,1J , let C~ be a game with the same strategy sets,
but in which the payoffs are

(7.2)

H;(o) - tH.(o) f (1 - t)H~(o.,p-~)

hence, for t- 0, one plays against the bicentric prior, for t- 1, one plays tlie original game.
Let E~ be the set of equilibria of Gó. (In our case) it can be shown that E~ - {E'y;t E (O,1J}
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contains exactly one continous path connecting the unique equilibrium of Gy with an equilibrium
of Gy - G. The tracing result T(p) of p is the t- 1-endpoint of this continous path.
A[ter this review of definitions, we turn to the results. We will first show that, for e small, the
efficient sepnrating equilibrium risk dominntes any other eeparating equilibrium. The intuition
for thia result is simple. Let e be the separating equilibrium in which type 1 chooses y- 1 and
let e' be a separating equilibrium in which this type chooses y' ~ 1. The initial beliefs of the
firms' agents at y and y' will be ehat the type 1 worker chooses both y nnd y' with a probability
that is bounded nwny [rom zero. Sinee the type 0 worker only chooses y and y' by mistake, and
mistakes are rare, firme will be willing to offer a wnge w - 1' at y and at y'. Since y and y'
garner the same wages, the type 1 worker strictly prefers to choose y as the cost incured there
are lower. This reinforcea firms at y- 1 to offer w- 1'. On the other hand firms' agents at y'
will gradually updnte their beliefs, they become more pessimistic nnd finally ehey will conclude
that y' can only occur by mistake. Hence, ultimately they will offer w ~ a- : We end up nt the
aeparating equilibrium at y- 1.
The following Proposition makes this argument prccise.
Proposition 7.3.
Let é be an equilibrium of C''i; (Y, W, a) in which the type 1 worker is
seperated at y' ~ 1. Then, if e is smaU, there ezists an equilibrium e in which the type 1 worker
is separated at y~ 1 that risk dominates e'. Aence, efficient separating equilibria risk dominate
all other separating equilibria.
Proof.
Let e' be given. Modify e' such that the type 1 worker chooses y- 1 rnther than
y' 1 1, and such that firms offer w- 1- at y rnther than at y' (where they now offer a-).
The resulting strategy combination e ia an equilibrium. We will show thnt e risk dominates c'.
Note that A(e, e') consists of 5 agents, viz. the type 1 worker and the firms' agents at y and y'.
The game relevant for the risk dominance comparison has strategy spnce {y,y'} for the type 1
worker, whereas the firms may choose from {w E W; a- C w G 1'} at y and y'. (Note that
education levels y with y C y C y' are never optimnl for the worker since w'~(y) - a'.) Thc
payoff to the worker is as in (3.1), if agent iy overbids the opponent with wnge w, then its payoff
is
(7.3)

~`(Y)~N.(Y) - w)

where fi;(y) is as in (3.6) { with so(y) - 0~ and e`(y) is the probability that y is choaen by the
worker
(7.4)

~`(Y) - (1 - a)e t asi(Y) .

Ií agent iy bids lower than the opponent, its payo}ï is zero, if both agents at y bid the same wage
w, they share the quantity from (?.3). Payoffs at y' are defined similarly.
We now compute the bicentric prior combinntion essociated with e, e'. If the type 1 worker
expects his opponents to play according to ze t(1 - z)e', then his payofL if he chooses y is equal
to

zl- f (1 - z)a- - 1~2,
whíle if he chooses y' his pnyoff is
za- t (1 - :)1- - y'~2.
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His best response is to choose y whenever
z ~ 1~2 - (y' - I)~4(1 - a).
Accordingly, his bicentric prior assigns the probability
(7.5)

Pt(Y) - lI2 ~- (Y~ - 1)~4(1 - a).

to choosing y and the complementary probability to choosing y'.
Next, turn to agents ot the firms. Let agent iy have beliefs ze f(1 - z)e'. If this agcnt chooses
w~{a', 1-}, then he will only get a worker if e' is played and in this case his expected payoff
is negative. Hence, such a wage cannot be optimal since by offering a- the agent guarantees a
nonnegative payofC. In fact, a- yields an expected payoff of
(7.6)

~ (1 - z) c 9~2 .

On the other hand, if the agent chooses 1- his expected payoff is
(7.7)

za` 9`~Z ~ (1 - s) f (a - 1-) ,

where a' and g' are defined by
~` - s`(y)
with

a~(y) - 1 .

9` - {r:(y) - 1~ Note that (a',g') -w (a,g) as c-ti 0). Comparing (7.6) and (7.7) we see that agent iy should
choose a- whenever

(7.8)

za` g`~2 C (1 - z) c(1 - a- 9~2) .

Write ó` [or the probability that (7.8) holds when z is uniformly distributed on [O,1J. Note that
b` -. 0 as e-~ 0, hence, the prior strategy of agent iy chooses 1' with probability close to 1
if c is small. The computations at y' are identical to those at y, hence, we find for the prior
strategies of the firms

(7.9)

~ 1' with,probability 1 - 6`
w;y - w;y~ a- with probability ó`

Civen the prior strategy combinatioa p as in (7.5), (7.9) it is easy to compute the equilibrium
of C~, that is, the starting point of the tracing path. Since the expected wage at y is the same
as that at y', the worker chooses y since costs are lower there. Denote by p`(y) the expected
prior productivity at y~ i.e. N'(y) is determined by (7.4), (7.5) and (3.6)). Then p`(y) y 1 as
e-. 0. The expected payoff írom offering 1' is at least equal to

(1 - 6`)(Ir`(Y) - 1-)
whereas the expected payofí associated to any other wage is bounded above by

ó` p`(y) - a-
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Consequently, only 1- is a best reply against the prior if e is small. Hence, in any equilibrium
of Gó, the firms offer w;y - 1-. The same argument also generates this conclusion at y'. Hence,
Gp has a unique equilibrium, and this is given by
(7.10)

,rÍy) - 1 .

w~~ - w;y~ - 1-

Now consider t 1 0. If firms do not change their wage ofters, there is no reason for the
worker to deviate from y, and if this worker stays at y, the agents 2y and 3y should not change
their wage offers either. What about the firms' agents at y'? For t amall, their (subjective)
payoffs from (7.2) are still largely determined by their priors and they will find it optimal to
offer w- 1-. Consequently, for t small, the tracing path continues with the equilibrium from
(7.10). However, if the worker remains at y- 1, then the expected productivity at y' decreases
with increasing t and the payoffs to the firms' agents at y' would become negative for t close to
1 if these agcnts would remain at their wage offer of 1'. Consequently, these agents will be the
first to switch, and they will switch to lower wages. This, of course , reinforces the decisions of
the workcr and consequently of the firms' agents at y- 1: Along the tracing path, these agents
will never switch, and the agents at y' have to adjust until finally an equilibrium of G is reached.
In the end, these agents will, therefore, offer the wage a' and we see that the tracing path must
end up in the equilibrium e. Hence, e risk dominates e'.

It is instructive to study in somewhat greater detail the adjustment process (i.e. the tracing
path) that brings players from the prior p to the equilibrium e. As already remarked above only
the agents at y' change behavior during the process. Take c fixed and write G'~ for the game as
in (7.2) played by these agents given that the type 1 worker chooses y- 1 for all t. Gó resemblcs
a standard Bertrand game for a surplus N(t) where y(t) is decreasing in t with 1' c{~(0) c 1
and {~(1) - a. The only difference with an ordinary Dertrand game is that in G'y each agent is
committed to choose 1' with probability 1- t. Nevertheless, the equilibria of Gó can be read
off from Lemma 2.1. It is easily seen that there exists !r ~ 0 such that only (1-, I-) is an
equilibrium of Gy for t C tt. Furthermore, there exists t2 1 tt such that for t E(tt, t~) the game
C'y has three equilibria, viz. (1-,1'),(1-',1") and a mized one. If t~ tz, (1--,1'-) is
still an equilibrium, but the other two are not, and they are replaced by two different equilibria,
viz. (1-3g,1-3g) and a mixture of 1-2g and 1-3g. Hence, a switch of behavior has to occur at or
before tz. Since the tracing path must be continuous, it cannot jump from (1-, 1- ) to ( 1--, 1-- )
at 2~ or t2, consequently it must bend backwards at !z. Therefore, the initial segment of the
tracing path looks as follows. From 0 to tz it consists of the equilibrium (I-,1-). At tz it
bends backwards (i.e. t is decreasing), continuing with the equilibrium in which firms randomize
between 1- g and 1- 2g (gradually increasing the probabiGty of 1- 2g from 0 to 1), at t~
it bends forward again and continues with the equilibriiun (1 - 2g, 1- 2g). This alternation
between forward and backward moving segments continues while simultaneonsly lowering the
Wagcs until finally thc path becomes stationary at (a-, ~-).
~Vc finally come to the risk dominance comparison of the pooling equilibrium with the best
separating equilibrium. The main result of this section states that the separating cquilibrium
dominates the pooling one if a t z and c is small. Again the intuition is simple. Consider a
situation of mutual uncertainty concerning whether, in the unperturbed game, the separating
equilibriiun e or the pooling equilibrium c' should be played. The type 0 workcr chooses y- 0
in both, hence, for him the situation is unprobkmatic. In fact, since the wage at y- 1 is at
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rnost 1-, this type will always strictly prefer to choose y - 0. The prior uncertainty will however
lead the type I worker to choose both y- 0 and y - 1 with a probability that is bouttded away
from zero. ( IIelow we show that the probability is approxitnately 1~2). Hence, firms at y- 1
will infer that they face the type 1 worker and they will offer w- 1-. On the otlter hand, finns
at y- 0 infer that the expected productivity is below ( and bounded) away trorn a, hence, their
wage offers will be below a as well. Given that 0 G w(y) C a for y- 0 and that w(y) - 1(or
y- 1, the type t worker prefers to choose y- t. These choices reinforce firms to offer w- 1at y- 1. At y - 0, however, firms gradually become convinced that they face the type 0 worker
and this leads them to gradually lower theit wage offers, until they finally offer 0. Hence, we end
up at the separating equilibrium, the separating equilibrium risk dominates the pooling one.
Formalizing the above argument is, unfortunatcly, rather cumbersorne since the HS thcory
requires working with the perturbed game. The difficulty is caused by the fact that the separnting
equilibrium can.only be approximated by mixed equilibria of the perturbed game and the latter
are rather complicated (ef. Proposition 5.6). Hence, there is an enormous number of switcites
along the tracing path. The difficulties are not oi a conceptual nature, however, formally one
just has to go through a large number of steps similar to the ones described in detail in the proof
of Proposition 7.3. Since already in that case the notation became cumbersome azid the formal
steps were not particularly illuminating, we prefer to stic~c to the main ideas and make the risk
dominance comparison in the unperturbed game. It can be shown that this shortcut does not
bias thc results.

(The detailed argument for the perturbed game is available from llte authors

upon request).

Proposition 7.9.
II a G 1~2, then in the unperturbed game, the best separatir~g equilibriwn
risk dominates the best pooling equilibrium. The same dominance relationship exists in the
perturbed game C;(Y,W, a) provided that c is small.
Proof.
T}te main advantage in working with the unperturbed game lies in the reduction in
the number o[ agents involved in the risk dominance comparison: We do not have to consider
the type 0 worker ( he chooses 0 in both equilibria), aor the firms' agents at y~ 0, 1. Let e
denote the separating equilibrium in which the type 1 worker chooses 1 and let é be the pooling
equilibrium in which both workers choose 0. We first compute the bicentric prior. Let players
have bcliefs ze f(1 - z)e'. If the type 1 worker chooses y - 0 his expected payoff is (1 - s)a-,
i( he chooses y- 1, the expected payoff is T l zl- ~} (1 - s)a' - 1~2. Consequently, this worker
will choose both y - 0 and y- 1 with a probability of approximately 1~2. Next, consider the
agent o! a firm at y- 1. This agent has to move only if the separating equilibrium is played,
and in this case the agent of the competing firm offers 1'. Hence, the only way in whiclt tttis
agent can make a profit is by also offering 1'. Therefore, the bicentric prior is to ofícr 1- for
sure. Finally, consider a firm's ngent at y- 0. It is easy to see that any wage w~{0, a-} yields
negative expected profits. If the agent offers the wage 0 the expected profit is 0, while the profit
resulting from a' is equal to
-z(I - a)(a - 9) f ( 1 - z)9~2.
Consequently, the agent at 0 should offer the wage 0 if
z((1 - a)(a - 9) f 9~2) ~ 9~2.
~

The pooling equlibrium of lhe unperlurbed game does not apecify a unique wage at y- 1, we fix
thia wage at a-, that is, at lhe limit of the wages of approximating equilibria of the perturbed
games.
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Let b be defined by
9~2

(7.11)

6-(1 - a)(a - 9) t gI2

then the bicentric prior of an agent at 0 chooses a' with probability b and 0 with probability
1- b. Since g can be choeen arbitrarily small, the initial expectation ot the worker is, therefore,
that the expected wage at 0 is close to 0. Consequently, for g amall, the best response of the type
1 worker is to choose y- 1 for sure and this reinforces the firms to ofíer tu - 1- at y- 1. We
claim that in any equilibrium along the path followed by the tracing procedure, the type 1 worker
chooses y- 1. Namely, this property can only fail to hold if the firms at y - 0 offer a sufficiently
high wage (at least equal to 1~2) and this will never be the case since the expected productivity
at 0 will always be below a and a G~. In fact along the tracing path the wage offer at y- 0 will
never be above a~2 since this is the highest expected productivity at y- 0 along the path. The
exact tracing path can be determined by using an argument as the one that follows the proof of
Proposition 7.3: For tracing parameter t, the agents at y- 0 play a Bertrand game for a surplus
of (approximately) (1 - t)a~2 modified to the extent that each agent is committed to play his
prior as in (7.11) with probability 1- t. The unique equilibrium of this game for t- 0 is (g, g).
As t increases, fi~rms initially awitch tó higher wages (since for i small the expected surplus is
large), however, for larger t, wages fall again aince the surplus decreases. (Again the tracing
path contains many backwards running segments). As t tends to 1 the surplus, hence, the wages
tend to zero; along the way the wages never exceed the maximal surplus o[ a~2. Consequently,
the agents at 0 finally switch to the wage corresponding to the separating equilibrium. Since the
other agents are already at this eqtiilibrium from the beginning, the tracing path leads to the
separating equilibrium. Hence, the separating equilíbrium risk dominates the pooling one.
0

8. Conclusion
By combining the Propositions 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4, we obtain the main result of this paper.
Corollaty 8.1.

The Harsanyi~Selten solution of the Spence signaJing game I'(Y,Wa) is al

(i)

the poolíng equilibritun in which both workers choose y- 0 if a C z,

(ii)

the separating equilibriiun in whirli the type t w-crkcr cJ:noses y- t if a ~ T.

Even though we used the assumptions (2.ti) -(2.10) to derive this result, it can be checked
that at least for a~ 1~2, the statement of Corollary 8.1 remains correct if these assumptions
are not satisfied. Hence, the result is independent of the discretiaation chosen. It is, therefore,
justified to make a limiting argument and to talk about the HS solution of the continuum game.
}ience, g- 0 and Y and W are continua, as in the usual specification of the Spence model found
in the literature. Denote this game by I'(~). The (limit as g y 0 of the) solution found in
Corollary 8.1 is known in the literature as the Wilson ET-equilibrium (Wilson ~1977~). It is that
s Actually, this' Corollary only describes the outcome associated with [he HS aolution, it doesn't
describe the wages firms intend to otfer at education levels that are not chosen. From the previoue
section we know that w,(y) - a' for all y if a G 1~2 and w;(y) - min{y,a-} if a~ 1~2 and
y~l.
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sequential equilibrium of I'(a) that is best from the viewpoint of the type 1 worker. Hence, we
have
Corollary 8.2.
For a ;f i, the HS solution of the Spence signaling garne C(a) is tlie lt'ilson
EZ-equilibrium of I(a), i.e. it is the sequential equilibriurn that is best for tLc type 1 worker.
Given the ad hoc nature of Wilson's solution concept, it is to be expected that a coincidence
as in Corollazy 8.2 will not hold in general. However, the authors conjecture that Cor a broad class
of signaling games that have similar structural properties as the game studied in this paper, the
HS solution coincides with the solution proposed in Miyazaki [1977]. (The important properties
are monotonicity and the single crossing condition, see Cho and Sobcl [1977], it is conjectured
that the number of types dces not play a role). A detailed investigation into this issue will be
carried out in a future paper.
The simple structure of our game enables a sensitivity arialysis with respect to several
assumptions made by Harsanyi and Selten that is difficult to carry out in general. We will not
go into detail, but restrict ourselves to one issue. Some people have argued that the uniformity
a~sumption made in the construction of the prior to start the tracing procedure is ad hoc.
Consequently, one may ask how robust the results írom Sect. 7 are with respect to this prior.
Tkre reader can easily convince himsel[ that tlie outcome is very robust. Robustness especially
liolds for Proposition 7.4 : The separating outcome will result for a C ~ as long as the prior
expectations of the players assign positive probability to this outcome (i.e. as long as tlie density
of z is strictly positive on (0, 1]).
The theory of Harsanyi and Selten has both evolutionary and eductive aspects. (See Binmore
[1987] for a general discussion o[ these notions). The preference for primitive equilibria is most
easily justified by taking an evolutionary perspective, the traeing procedure most certainly is
educlive in nature. It is interesting to note that the HS theory ranks evolutionary considerations
prior to eductive ones. It seems that the ordering of steps has consequences for the final outcome
since, at least in the unperturbed game, the separating equilibrium outcome with yr - 1 risk
dominates any other equilibrium outcome for all values of a. (cf the proofs of the Propositions 7.3
, 7.4 ). If the solution would be based on risk dominance considerations alone, the solution might
always involve separation. Consequently, the solution that was initially proposed by Spence and
that is defended and used in most of the subsequent literature may also be justified on the basis
of risk dominance. Again we intend to investigata this issue more thoroughly in future work.
Finally, let us mention that recently related work has been done by Michael Mitzkewitz
(Mitzkewitz ( 1990 ]). He computes the HS solutioa for signaling games in the [ollowing class:
There are two players, player 1 has 2 possible types, and he can send 2 possible messages, to
which player 2 can react in two different ways. Mitzkewitz dces not assume the single crossing
property, hence, he is forced to use an approach that differs from ours.
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Appendix A: Dominance Solvability and the HS Solution

Consider the 2-person normal form game

Az

Bz
0

10

10

10

10

6

0

0

6
1

6

'

0
0

6

0

C,

Cz
0

0

1

Table 1: C

which admits three Nash equilibria, viz. A-(A~,Az),

B-(B~, Bz) and C- (Ci,Cz).

We have that A~ (resp. AZ) is dominated by B~ (resp. B~), while in the reduced game
that results aft~er A~, A~ have been eliminated, B~ (resp. Bz) is dominated by C~ (resp. Cz).
Hence, the (unperturbed) game is dominnnce aolvable, with solution C. (This is the unique
stable equilibrium of the game). HS, however, do not analyse the unperturbed game, but rather
a sequence of uniformly perturbed games. In the c-uniformly perturbed game C(c) of C each
player, when he intends to choose the pure strategy X;, will actually choose the completely
mixed strategy (1 - 2E)X; ~ EY; t EZ; with X;, Y;, and Y; being pairwise different. Neglecting
terms of order E~, the payoff matrix of C(E) is given by

l lE

22E

10 - 30E

lo - 24E

lc - soE
10 - 24E

17E

6- 8E
22E

6- 17e

6 - 8e

1 f 2f

6- 17E

27f

27E

17E

llE

Table 2: C(E)

1 f 2[
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In C(c), we have that A~ (resp. Az) is dominated by B~ (resp. BT). The reduced gaine
in which these inferior strategies have been eliminated has two strict equilibria, viz. B and C.
(There is a third equilibrium in mixed strategies but this is not pri~rutive). Hence, the initial
candidate set is {B, C}. Since B payoff dominates C, the HS solution of C(f) is B. Consequently,
B is the HS solution of G. Hence, perturbing first may make a difference since it can transfer
non-strict equilibrie into strict ones.
This example may lead the reader to think that the discrepancy between dominance solvability and the HS theory is caused by the fact that the latter makes use of Pareto compazisons and
that a solution that is based only on risk dominance comparisons would always yield the stable
outcome for dominance solvable games. Indeed in C(E) the equilibrium (C,C) risk dominates
(B, B) if e is small. This issue is investigated [urther in Van Damme (1990).
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